Dear Hyde Park Families,

Thank you for choosing to apply to the 2024-2025 Hyde Park Universal Pre Kindergarten Program. In compliance with CRR-NY 151-1.4 (d), participation is not guaranteed and all eligible children registered for this program will be entered into a random selection process (lottery) to be held on May 3, 2024 where:

- 147 registrants will be selected randomly.
- Selected registrants will be assigned to the program site of their choice (as indicated on this form) in the order they were selected, until the site(s) reaches capacity.
- When a program site reaches capacity, each additional randomly selected registrant will be placed at the site with availability until both sites are filled.
- In the event that one or more of our UPK sites fails to reach capacity (fewer registrants than available seats by May 3, 2024), the remaining seats will be filled on a first-come, first-serve basis until capacity is reached at both sites and a wait list is established.

PLEASE NOTE: In the event that a family has registered multiple siblings (twins, triplets...) and one is randomly selected, all will be accepted and assigned together.

Please indicate your preferred UPK program site to which you wish to be assigned if randomly selected:

- Holy Trinity Annex UPK (Former St. Peter’s School)
- Abilities First UPK (Hyde Park Elementary Site)

Childs Name:_______________________ Parent/Guardian Signature: ______________________

For additional information regarding the NYS-UPK program please visit: https://www.nysed.gov/sites/default/files/programs/early-learning/reformated-family-faqs_0.pdf

Sincerely,

Dr. Gregory S. Brown
Deputy Superintendent